Mapping It Out
The commission was scrupulous in attempting to create maps around the six constitutional criteria. The mapping
process included building draft maps, visualizations of districts, and a final set of maps, and was incredibly complex.

On November 8, 2008, Californians voted a major change into their state’s
constitution when they approved Proposition 11, the Voters First Act. This proposition
took redistricting out of the hands of the state legislature and governor and put
it squarely in the hands of an independent citizen’s commission.
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Prop 11 won a narrow victory in 2008, but in 2010, voters expanded the scope of the measure to include
congressional districts through Prop 20, and rejected an attempt to overturn the citizen-led process through Prop 27.
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Selecting the Commissioners
California’s Bureau of State Audits spent two years adopting new regulations and conducting a major statewide
outreach process that led to a diverse, capable, and determined commission of fourteen members.
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Input from the public was a high priority for the commissioners, and they received a staggering
amount of public response.
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The citizen redistricting process was largely successful in achieving a
nonpartisan and transparent process. The final maps survived legal
challenge, and the commission’s work was regarded positively by a majority
of the voters. The 2012 election results suggested that the new district
lines caused significant turnover in elected offices.
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Checking the Commissionʹs Work
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The redistricting process devoted more attention to the selection of commissioners than to the preparation and
deliberations of the commission, making time pressure a key issue for commissioners.
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California Supreme Court
Upholds the State Senate Maps

Praise from
Independent Reviewers

Prop 11 took redistricting
out of the hands of legislators
and placed it in the hands
of citizens. The primary duty
of the independent citizen’s
commission’s was to draw the
lines of 177 districts.
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